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Foreword
I’ve always been fortunate to be around great people,
and I’m very glad to have the opportunity with this
book, to introduce some of them to you.
The invitation to Louise, Paula, Moriah, Gabriel,
Andjeas, Krõõt, Sönke, Jean-Paul and Mårten was to
write a text on that which interests them at this very
moment. So, as an alternative to having a unifying
grand topic, the commonground of this publication is
the “nowness” of their interests.
The initiative to make this book came from an interest to make one part of the documentation of the
project möte09 (se cover and colophon) as a kind of
springboard to talk about current interests that might
or might not spring out of this specific project. So,
along with making an official project report as a kind
of retrospective, I wanted to take this opportunity to
produce thinking that situates itself in the present and
looks onwards.
Although this book is produced without the intention of being about something in particular, there are
many links to be made between its differing contents
and contexts.
So, after this very brief introduction, I don’t want
to detain you any longer. Please, get to it! Enjoy this
collection of thoughts: To do.
Johan Thelander

Too Good to be True
A tale of art and marketing based on the
true story of Being or Nothingness by
Joe K
Louise Höjer

A product/work by an author, named but unknown, is
slowly gaining an audience; targeted, select, yet given
the speed and unpredictability of modern communication, to some degree haphazard. Its scale and depth
grows in direct relation to its reach. Now, incidentally,
unsolicited, encouraged, in part unwilling I too will
participate in the production of its possible market,
or rather its market of possibility. The privileged position of objective observer does not exist – but, then, it
probably never did.
On September 9, 2009 a philosophy professor in
London receives a package postmarked Sweden. It
contains a letter, a copy of a letter addressed to someone other than the recipient and a book of 21 pages,
Being or Nothingness by Joe K. The address has been
hand-written, as has a small note inside saying; “Will
tell you more on my return!”
The letter explains to the recipient that the book
is being sent since it is “oddly intertwined with Professor Douglas Hofstadter and his book “I am a Strange
Loop”, which will soon be released by your Publishing
House.” There is no direct relation between the recipi-
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ent and Hofstadter apart from having similar areas of
research. The letter continues, claiming the book to be
a Swedish translation of a long lost manuscript by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, which is commonly referred to
as the “Giant Rat of Sumatra”. In conclusion, it states:
“I realize that this is an unusual way of promoting a
book project. If you are not interested, just throw the
book away, but please send a short email to notify me of
your disapproval.” It is signed “With kind regards, The
Translator”. But no email address is to be found.
The front cover illustration is MC Escher’s Drawing
Hands. There is also a small sticker. “Warning! Please
study the letter to Professor Hofstadter before you read
the book. Good Luck!” This letter is neatly folded inside
the book. It refers to correspondences between Professor Hofstadter and “The Writer”. The letter claims that
“The Writer” found the manuscript a few years ago,
took an interest, kept it, and sought Hofstadter’s help
in understanding it and finding an output for it. In
a hermetic and rambling fashion, the letter mentions
the book’s circularity suggesting an odd correspondence with Escher’s drawing on the front cover. “Should
the text resemble what is on the front cover implies it to
be, reading it could be dangerous.”
Apart from title and author on the first page, there
is yet another note; “This letter was received recently
from an anonymous sender. Could this be the first and
the last post-post-modern work?” The twenty pages
that follow are a bizarre mix of short stories, self-references, aphorisms, axioms, mottos and philosophical
statements. The book skips and jumps in its mode of
writing. It begins twice, writes about its own beginning
two times, writes about its own end seven times and
ends where it begins. It contains quotes from Kierke-

gaard, Heidegger, Wittgenstein, Einstein, Hofstadter,
and Hesse interspersed with musings by Joe K.
Said philosophy professor is not alone in receiving
this gift, as he and all other recipients find out as soon
as they google the author and title of the book. Judging
from postings on blogs and discussion forums most
recipients attempt to locate each other within hours
of receiving the package. So far it has been received by
a small and carefully selected group of people around
the world who all work within philosophy, mathematics, neuro-science, and artificial intelligence.
From the information available, the first mail-out
was made in autumn 2007 and they continue to date.
With every mail-out the packages gain a second life
on the Internet. They are written about, analyzed,
photographed. It might soon gain an existence outside
the Internet. One blogger has the idea of producing Tshirts. Another has called for a meeting of recipients
in the San Francisco area.
There is a growing debate on the Internet as to
what this could be. Suggestions are; an elaborate joke
(joe k), a self-promotional scheme for the book, performance art or a viral marketing campaign about
something, of what exactly no one is quite sure. The
snare in all this is the care, attention and expense of
the campaign – whereby the recipients find it difficult
to dismiss it as nonsense. Let us also not forget the impact of the packages being sent to an exclusive group
of people who all recognize each other as significant,
adding to the general feeling of worthiness.
There is one account of several books reaching
an individual through being found in an underpass,
more or less by chance. Hence, this individual was
not addressed personally as the others. However, the
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underpass was on university grounds and therefore
these books also managed to reach the intended target
group. This individual is now the most avid Being or
Nothingness blogger, perhaps feeling the need to prove
his legitimacy, and the legitimacy of his claim to the
book and its story, to the rest of this exclusive community. From the entries on the blog, it is evident that
this individual, too, feels chosen.
Being or Nothingness successfully generates the
feeling of being part of a selected few that share a sort
of lebenswelt. Each recipient of the package, few I imagine can resist the pull of being chosen, perpetuate
its artistry, intellectual weight, and beauty. They affirm its existence through the countless photos and
reproductions of the packaging, letters and pages of
the book on the Internet. They affirm its credibility
through retelling its story, analyzing and discussing
the text and taking part in its intellectual exercises.
Their own production, stemming from an irresistibility and a consequence of an unsolicited invitation,
becomes virtually fetishistic. This, in turn, continually
ads a sense of significance to the campaign making it
increasingly attractive to the select group it addresses
– and more importantly who address each other. The
work/product is strengthened by the storytelling it affords and generates a “talkability” aspect, making it an
ideal example for/of contemporary marketing.
A curiosity, however, is that for such a well-educated, well-informed group of people they don’t seem
to understand their own productive capacity nor the
potential therein. Or at least there is no mention on
the blogs of the consequences of their own activities as they try to ascertain what they are part of. The
documentation on the web and the re-telling of the

story creates a narrative and context, which informs
each new member of their community and would
re-inform them if they were to revisit it. They are so
focused on ascertaining why they have been selected
and with what aim that the fact that they are producing a community goes unnoticed. Apart from the guy
making T-shirts. He’s recognized the niche market
that is slowly evolving.
A community is being set-up voluntarily but more
or less unwittingly. Why would someone wish to create such a community? The question needs to be asked
because, although in part self-generated, this group of
people has been actively encouraged to get together. A
middle to upper tier academic is predictable enough.
One can be fairly sure that if he or she is sent a book
around which there is some mystery, an air of exclusivity, and who’s content arouses their personal interest, they will begin to make enquiries. It appeals to
their nature, taste and vanity.
The potential, of course, of such a community is
enormous. An international crowd of thinking, discursive, well established beings that produce knowledge. What would one want with it? I can personally
come up with a few suggestions, but the aim so far
of its instigator remains obtuse. Of course they are
meant to ponder the significance of the book. So they
are told by the letters and the book itself. There is also
a suggestion of a certain explosiveness or danger but
so far this hasn’t been realized. It is a slowly brewing
pot of potentiality.
Does it all come down to generating interest in the
book? If so, the campaign has done a good job and
cleverly. They give the book out for free, so there is
no obvious interest in economic gain. The book can
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be found listed for sale at online bookshops but there
are no copies available, anywhere. The interest rather
seems to lie in the sharing and production of knowledge, or rather perhaps the sharing and production
of hypothesis. The campaign has ensured that people
discuss it. It has ensured that high-level academics
discuss it. Still the cataclysmic event has not yet occurred.
I recall the note: ”Will tell you more on my return!”
Is it all in preparation for a time to come? Troops at the
ready. But a bunch of self-reflective, careful, thoughtful, not easily coerced individuals doesn’t seem the
most obvious choice for an armada. Certainly an interesting one, but again what could they be used for?
Their undisputed talent is the production of knowledge. What is the use of knowledge? Was the point
of this whole project to prove the self-generation of
knowledge production? Again clever, but hardly revolutionary. Or, if the interest is not in economic gain,
perhaps it is rather one of power - an illustration of
the manifestation of power through the production of
desire that not even the high-minded intellectual can
resist.
What would one desire from a powerhouse of intellectuality? That it solve a problem? That it prove a
point? What is the problem at hand? The instigator.
Who is the ”Translator”? Who is the ”Writer”? Who is
Joe K? Why do they want the book to be read? I return
to the letter. ”I send the book to you since it is oddly
intertwined with Professor Douglas Hofstadter and his
book ”I am a strange Loop”, which will soon be released
by your Publishing House.”
Douglas Hofstadter is a professor of Cognitive Science at Indiana University. His book Gödel, Escher,

Bach won the Pulitzer Prize in 1980. His newest book,
“I am a Strange Loop” published in 2007, is an investigation into the definition of self. Hofstadter controversially (he refutes the traditional dualism of body
and mind) defines the mind as the emergence of a
neural feedback loop within the brain. Self-awareness
arises automatically when a continuous stream of
cognitive symbols is looped, twisted, reflected back
on itself. This makes symbolic thought, the recognition of patterns, the creation of categories, reason via
analogies, and wonder about the self not only possible
but also inevitable. Consciousness is a default of the
brain. And not only our own personal consciousness
but our personal loops also contain the loops of others
as we become aware of their cognitive patterns, begin
to perceive and feel as them in turn producing empathy. In our singularity we contain a multitude. Our
mind is in our body and vice versa. One is not without
the other. Imagine Escher’s right and left hand drawing each other into existence.
Let us return to Being or Nothingness. It is dedicated to Joseph Knecht, the hero of Herman Hesse’s
The Glass Bead Game. As the story goes there is an
island inhabited only by intellectuals with two occupations; education and The Glass Bead Game who’s
elusive rules are an abstract synthesis of art and science. Knecht excels at the game becoming Magister
Ludi. But one day he leaves, quits his post as Master
of the ultimate game, with the strong conviction that
intellectuals have no right to withdraw from everyday problems. Days following his escape, he drowns.
The book continues with strange travels by Knecht
through space, time, culture and religion. Is Joseph
Knecht our Joe K who has returned via yet another
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book to encourage the academic community to go out
and get a taste of the real world?
Joe K, or his promoters, has managed to assemble
a growing group of intellectuals across space and time
to play a game. What’s the next move? One of course,
and admittedly a rather amusing one, would be to get
all these careful intellectuals to call for town-meetings,
to produce T-shirts and posters and god knows what
else - to ensnare the ivory tower elite to take to the
streets. Unwittingly they would suddenly be producing a world, rather than simply observing it. And they
would do so without really knowing why, just because
they happened to find themselves in the same boat. A
boat they would simultaneously be building.
Upon a second or third reading of Joe K’s book, it
becomes clear that it is a refutation of dualism, an insistence on the connection between soul and body, an
insistence on activity over passivity, and itself a product of collective reflection. Its relevance to Hofstadter’s
project is obvious. The two books also have the same
audience. Joe K is of course a parasite of Hofstadter’s
fame. At the same time with every book that the promoters of Joe K send out they also promote Professor
Hofstadter. Furthermore, the two books promote the
same basic idea. One, however, puts a self-reflective
circular predictably unpredictable social activity in
motion, which in turn seems to affirm the argument
of the other. Idea and product, soul and body, have
become inseparable, been proven inseparable. A magic trick. A fait accompli. An offer you can’t refuse.
But as every marketing manager knows, and far too
few consumers recognize, every gift comes with a
price. Its economy becomes intertwined with that of
the recipient. Should you accept the gift, even reluc-

tantly, it holds a power over you. So long as discussion surrounds the instigator or the giver of the gift,
the potential and power of this work/product remains
with him/her. Is it possible for this work/product, the
thoughts and individuals that constitute it, to become
empowered, to become self-conscious? Can they appropriate the gift to such an extent that it is no longer
seen as a gift, no longer associated with the giver, but
their very own? Mustn’t the purpose of this whole
campaign be to try and make the intellectual community, which it addresses, aware of their own capacity
as the writers of fiction, as the producers of possibility
and to make them accountable.
I appeal to you, freethinking chosen ones. Show us
what you can do!
”What good is a book that does not even carry us
beyond all books?”
(Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science)
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Touch Tours
[a short assemblage of homemade
musicals1]
Paula Caspão

WARM-UP
[to be read with simultaneous translation: one sentence
in French immediately followed by its English version;
can be voiced by two different persons or by one
two-voiced person]

…then one day a sound came. I had bought it at an
airport. It was a sound of Mozart. Somebody arrives.
The action starts. The script goes on. But Jerzy puts Léo
Ferré instead of Mozart…
Somebody arrives, as in an American movie. We don’t
know where (s)he comes from, where (s)he goes, who
(s)he is. There would be somebody and there would
be someplace. Hollywood wouldn’t be far. Next to that
place there would be another place…
Jean-Luc Godard, voiceover in Scénario du Film
Passion.
TREE HUGGER
[Long take: A single shot of 8:00 minutes]

…puis un jour le son est venu. Je l’avais acheté dans un
aéroport. C’était un son de Mozart. Quelqu’un arrive.
L’action commence. Le scénario continue. Mais Jerzy
met la cassette de Léo Ferré au lieu de mettre la cassette
de Mozart...
Quelqu’un arrive, comme dans le cinéma américain.
On ne sait pas d’où il vient, où il va, qui est-ce. Il y
aurait quelqu’un, et il y aurait quelque part. Hollywood
ne serait pas loin. A côté de cet endroit il y aurait un
autre endroit...

[Synopsis & Image: to be read (imagined) while
listening to “Rencontre”, see soundtrack]
[Soundtrack: “Rencontre” (4:03), by Ennio Morricone
/Album: Musique de Films + “Tree Hugger” (2:44), by
Rugburns /Album: Taking The World by Donkey]
[Voiceover: the reader will perform the part of the
hidden singer that used to provide the soundtrack for
mute films (1:13). To be read as if singing or the other
way around]
[Tone: Soft but wintry / moderate but assured]

1 This assemblage of “homemade musicals” is part of the long
term cinematographic project The Filmaker in You – designed
by the Fictional Department of What Happens / Virtual Archives
for Whoever Whenever. The reader is kindly invited to follow the
READING INSTRUCTIONS given in brackets.

Synopsis: It happened in the bicycle park of Garaget
– a participatory Cultural Centre and Meeting Place,
a Library and Dialogue Lab located at Lönngatan
30 in Malmö. It was a hazy day with silent gulls,
drizzle, and cold fronts moving across the area from
the Northwest. Image (from the perspective of the
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passers-by): cheek-to-cheek face-to-face interaction
/ tall girl hugging a tree in horizontal position, her
body perpendicular to the tree, her feet on the thin
fence dividing the bike stand from the sidewalk where
the tree stands / her arms stretched, reaching the tree’s
trunk / her face against it, eyes closed / long hair flying
in the wind / a counter force trying to detach her from
the tree / tree leaves glittering with drops of moisture
/ some perplexed drivers-by (90% of which would say
they had heard the girl unleashing a leonine savage
roar the very moment their eyes met the scene).

sure, as “thing” in the middle, as complex process of
mediation implying all sorts of misunderstandings,
TOUCH can never be taken for some sort of distanceerasing process between bodies. Now, there is strong
evidence that the girl hugging the tree on that hazy
day was not trying to become one with it. The experts
that analysed the case sustain that she was, more
modestly, approaching the tree, trying to relate to it
in some way, not really trying to stop distance and
difference to proliferate between the two of them; not
trying to abolish differences between parts, but trying
to understand that any positioning within a constellation is always the provisional result of a hesitant local negotiation that has to remain hesitant, local and
negotiable. In a word, so they concluded, she was trying out a space-time of problematic conviviality.

VOICEOVER: A long long time ago, Aristotle meant
that the modification of a body by another body always
occurs by means of touch, i.e. by means of contact and
encounter. Yet Aristotle talks of a kind of contact that
never happens without the work of a wide range of
intermediaries and mediations, thus contradicting
the phantasm of community that inhabits perception.
It is indeed in the imperceptible space between the
one that touches and the one that is touched (independently of their “real” observable proximity), that
a body can be felt as being different from another
[De Anima 2.11.423b7 and 8]. As such, touch can never
be the operator of a fusion (a producer of harmony and
consensus); rather, being the operator of all modalities of sensation, touch is the opening through which
differentiation arrives. As such, touch is always about
provisional attachments and arrangements, manifold
interferences between parts, but never the figure of
a non-problematic encounter; never the figure of a
naked direct contact. TOUCH can be best thought of
as a milieu, a zone of exchange and friction, of commerce and most probably of a lot of smuggling. To be

HIP HOP RABBITS (popping out of the screen of a
Sonic Youth’s video)
[Split screen: for 22:00 minutes, the viewer sees 2
images at the same time]
[Synopsis & Images: to be read (imagined) in silence,
before activating the soundtrack sequence]
[Soundtrack: Jack Kerouac, Blues & Haikus, Part
One, with Al Cohn & Zoot Sims (Hanover Records),
recorded circa Spring 1958 (16:00) + Readings
from On the Road and Visions of Cody, Steve
Allen Plymouth Show, NBC, 11/16/1959 (3:30)2]
2 In the site Digital Beats: Jack Kerouac (September 20th 2009):
http://faculty.uml.edu/sgallagher/Blues_Haikus1.mp3
http://faculty.uml.edu/sgallagher/OntheRoadCody.mp3
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[Recommended drink: cold, icy glass of beer for the
image on the left side / cranberry juice for the image
on the right (in rotation)]
[Special hint: to find the Hip Hop Rabbit, follow the
snake!]
[Voiceover: for 2:30 the reader will perform the part
of two hidden singers at once, providing a two-voiced
dialogical soundtrack for the images]
[Tone: animal documentary / soft and warm but
reasoned]
[Extra instruction: read notes 1 to 8 for yourself only,
but read note 3 taking little sips of beer at the end of
each sentence]

Rodney Graham, Matt Groening, Brion Gysin, Tim
Hailand, Jeff Hartford, Todd Haynes, Dick Higgins,
Ake Hodell, Jenny Holzer, Tim Irwin, Marc Jacobs,
Cameron Jamie, Spike Jonze, Mike Kelley, Richard
Kern, Jack Kerouac, Curt Kirkwood (Meat Puppets),
Jutta Koether, Harmony Korine, Levy, Robert Longo,
George Maciunas, Yukinori Maeda, Gerard Malanga,
Manda, Christian Marclay, Paul McCarthy, Loren
Mazzacane Connors, Jonas Mekas, John Miller, Maya
Miller, Heath Moerland, Robert Mooney, Thurston
Moore, Michael Morley, Bill Nace, John Olson,
Roberto Opalio, Jim O’Rourke, Tony Oursler, Steven
Parrino, Raymond Pettibon, Edwin Pouncey (Savage
Pencil), Richard Prince, Lee Ranaldo, Ed Ruscha,
Gus Van Sant, Wilhelm Sasnal, Dana Schutz, Jim
Shaw, David Shrigley, Leah Singer, Mike Smith, Patti
Smith, Robert Smithson, The Club in Shadow, Kathy
Temin, Gokita Tomodo, Dennis Tyfus, Alan Vega,
Jeff Wall, Mike Watt, Marnie Weber, James Welling,
White Columns Archive, Christopher Wool, Shinya
Yamamoto, Nate Young, Sonic Youth.

Synopsis: It happened on a Sunday morning, both at
the Konsthall and in the streets of Malmö. It was a
bright day plenty of seaweed effluvia [weather is one
of the most satisfying subjects to engage scent] and the
kind of cheer that comes with the first warm days of
the season. Images (1.from the perspective of a visitor of the exhibition in the Konsthall / 2.from the
perspective of some pedestrian falafel consumers):
[image on the left] Sonic Youth exhibition “Sensational
Fix”, curated by Sonic Youth with Roland Groenenboon
/ a six satellite kind of multidimensional “accidental
poetry” with: Vito Acconci, Rita Ackermann, Jerry
Aronson, Olivier Assayas, Dara Birnbaum, Angelique
Bosio, Joe Brainhard, Glenn Branca, William
S. Burroughs, John Cage, Ira Cohen, Tony Conrad,
Sofia Coppola, Tacita Dean, Jeremy Earl, Barbara
Ess, John Fahey, Jeff Feuerzeig, Marco Fusinato, Isa
Genzken, Allan Ginsberg, Stefano Giovanni, Jack
Goldstein, Mark Gonzales, Kim Gordon, Dan Graham,

[image on the right] a   flocking group of biking
people on the streets of Malmö (going from the beach
to Falafel n°1) imitating animal voices; dogs, cats,
squirrels, ducks, seagulls and sparrows.
VOICEOVER: Now where exactly are we? I’m getting
dizzy. Difficult to situate one’s eye among all these
people, animals, voices, and songs. Anyway, what is
situare, other than going from position to ex-position3?
3 If situare is the common root to “constitution”, “institution”
and “destitution”, as Alice Pechriggl has it, to take a position,
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When does “I” start thinking if not forced by the encounter with a situation that disturbs and displaces?
And by the way, do encounters happen exclusively
between humans and in pure time and space coincidence? Is our beloved “inter-subjectivity” a fully local,
fully-face-to-face interaction equipped with some
“primordial autochthony that would be [oh] ‘so much
more concrete’ than [the kind of] ‘abstract contexts”’4   
we find in Sonic Youth’s exhibition and/or the biking animal team, in which so many heterogeneous
dimensions co-exist and cross one another?
Bruno Latour talks about “articulators” or
“localisers”, i.e. the movements that forge a link between distant situations, allowing us to literally feel
the “presence effects” of “certain places that are transported to others”5. He invites us to situate ourselves in
an auditorium, “sitting on a chair and surrounded by
students”; he suggests that we trace the link between
that situation and the studio of the architect who
“determined centimetre by centimetre its specifications”. In this situation, the architect plays a role (in
absentia, for sure, but not a less effective one) in the
scene (relation) that takes place between professor and
students. This could be considered as an “encounter”,

a “meeting”; a certain kind of contact – ghostly as it
might look – between visible and less visible entities,
between present and past, between humans and
non-humans. Latour writes:

 ositioning oneself, to situate somewhere, is not the same as
p
finding a definitive position; rather, it is to find the place from
which any positioning cannot avoid exposing itself to encounters, to change, to an infinite work of slipping and repositioning
and (re)slipping and so on and so forth… (Pechriggl, “Destitution, institution, constitution… et la puissance (dé)formatrice de
l’investissement affectif ”, Multitudes, n° 28 Spring 2007, p. 104.)
4 Following Bruno Latour in Changer de société. Refaire de la sociologie [2005], ch. « Deuxième mouvement: redistribuer le local »,
p. 279-318, Paris, La Découverte, 2006, p. 284.
5 Ibidem.

Rien d’étonnant à ce que […] lorsque vous pénétrez
sur cette scène, vous ayez le sentiment que vous ne
l’avez pas totalement crée et que la plupart des choses
dont vous avez besoin pour agir se trouvent déjà sur
place.6
C’est un autre lieu qui a permis au site de devenir une
localité, à travers la médiation désormais silencieuse
de plans, de spécifications, de bois, de ciment, d’acier,
de vernis et de peinture; à travers le travail des nombreux ouvriers et artisans qui ont depuis longtemps
abandonné la scène, parce qu’ils ont laissé aux objets
le soin de prolonger leur action in absentia.7
Cela ne veut pas dire que ce site éloigné appartient
à quelque mystérieux contexte, mais qu’on est parvenu à faire saillir entre ces deux lieux – le studio
de l’architecte et la salle de cours d’aujourd’hui – un
autre circuit à travers lequel des masses d’entités commencent à circuler.8

Looking at this scene [a 3rd image in need of translation has just dodged in - out of the other 2], we may
be tempted to enrich our notions of inter-subjectivity
with a little bit more of “inter-objectivity”, another
6 Ibid., p. 285.
7 Ibid., p. 286.
8 Ibid., p. 286, 287.
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term proposed by Latour. This is an issue that brings
us back to the movements of sensible prehension that
happen all the time between myriads of things understood as very different and with no relation to one
another. This doesn’t mean we are situating from a
transcendental standpoint, for any encounter remains
a practical, local problem with local implications.
Still, we cannot ignore that any encounter, even the
most microscopically local, always invites many other
places, and times and things, sometimes very faraway
ones. That’s why an encounter cannot be reduced to a
single place and time. Nor can it be reduced to purely
human categories. For it can happen between you
and a book, between you, me, a lizard, and a book;
between you, a single sentence of a book, a poster, or
a cornflakes label; between an autumn leaf drawn by
the wind, your left eye, a cliché, and a distant episode
of your personal (hi)story. How disappointing, for the
phantasm of pure-real-time, real-place-presence that
haunts perception.   

CAPTION for the image]
[Tone: weather report / engaged – with speed
variations]
[Extra instruction: clear your throat 3 times before
reading note 9 / read it with security-instructionstewardess tone]

NEON NAILS & TIGERS
[Medium Close-up: 5:00 minutes]
[Synopsis & Image: to be read (imagined) having
already activated the soundtrack sequence]
[Soundtrack: “Tiger Mountain Peasant Song” (3:02), by
First Aid Kit (a Swedish duo) / Album: Drunken Trees]
[Recommended drink: a black velvet (6 cl dark beer
+ 6 cl champagne)]
[Special hint: take a 20 min nap before viewing/
reading]
[Caption voice: the reader will perform the part of a

Synopsis: It happened on a Sunday afternoon in
Garaget, at room temperature 22° to 24° Celsius.
Image (viewer wishes to preserve anonymity): girl
lifting up real fluffy tiger toy in her left hand, and its
freshly painted watercolour portrait (on a luminous
green background) in her right / her fingernails are
painted luminous rose
CAPTION: How many are we then? Time to say that
we do not live among objects with very well defined
contours, but rather among things whose contours
are more than often fuzzy and unstable. These are the
ones Bruno Latour calls “hairy objects”. According
to him, “bold objects” (the ones with well defined
contours, with no risk) can only be found in the classifications that stabilise things a posteriori. All around
these stabilisations – around those facts that have
become “indisputable” – we will only find “disputed
facts”, unpredictable “gatherings” of disparate modes
of existence9. Touch, all our modalities of sensation,
9 The difference between “bold” and “hairy objects”, or between
“indisputable” and “disputable facts”, is an issue that we can find in
many of Bruno Latour’s books and articles, namely in the following ones: Politiques de la nature. Comment faire entrer les sciences
en démocratie [1999], Paris, La Découverte, 2004, ch. “Pourquoi
l’écologie politique ne saurait conserver la nature”, p. 21-84,
especially p. 44; Changer de société. Refaire de la sociologie [2005],
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all our perceptions, any encounters that happen
to us, belong to this sort of “hairy objects” that
generate confusion (never fusion); they are thus to
be distinguished from what would be a “bold object”
or an “indisputable fact”, for they are gatherings, heterogeneous modes of existence whose objects and
subjects disappear to make place for the changing
ASSOCIATIONS in which they all take part.
needless to say, the outcome of this kind of experimentation remains uncertain

Doing in time
Moriah Evans

You collectivize, temporarily.
You share ideas.
You collaborate.
You co-produce.
Apparently, you write A LOT.
And some say you THINK even more than you
write.
Maybe you are lost?
Do you move a lot?
When do you ever DO?
Maybe you are just talking about it and not actually
doing it...?
It’s difficult to decipher if we should be thinking or
doing in the field of contemporary dance today.

Paris, La Découverte, 2006, ch. “Quatrième source d’incertitude:
des faits indiscutables aux faits disputes”, p. 125-174. See also the
catalogue of the exhibition “Making Things Public”, edited by B.
Latour and Peter Weibel: Making Things Public. Atmospheres of
Democracy, MIT Press, 2005 (online: <http://www.bruno-latour.
fr/articles/article/96-DINGPOLITIK2.html#_ftn75>), and the
article “Why Has Critique Run out of Steam? From Matters of Fact
to Matters of Concern, Special Issue on the ‘Future of Critique’”,
Critical Inquiry, 30/2, winter 2004, p. 25-248 (online: <http://criticalinquiry. uchicago.edu/issues/v30/30n2.Latour.html>).

It is not important how someone acts. It is important
how someone IS, in time. Actions always produce
something in others. Social relations are their own
choreography of actions, decisions, and quite possibly
social movements.
*****************************
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I make dances.
I think too, a lot—possibly too much.
People often ask me to write. I think it is because they
can tell I think a lot. 	

they certainly could not show with words. Oh yes, and
there are those capable of a combination of means to
produce and promote what it is they express.
I have spent years in the ambiguous terrain of
translating sensation-based information from dancing practice and dance performances into text-based
descriptions and conceptualizations - so that movement might have an opportunity to fit its ideology into
all sorts of other mind-heavy pursuits. Nevertheless,
movement structures or dance vocabularies have been
at the base of various heavy-minded pursuits, modes
of being, organizations of nation-states, and other entities for centuries. Dance has a weak semiotic code,
yet any physical technique is a philosophy so much
so that mastery of a technique is ideology embodied,
possibly to the point of pure philosophy. Thought is
movement and action.
It’s quite fashionable today to speak of artistic
practice as knowledge production and making dances
that think or produce thinking, but is that all talk and
posturing? Dance speaks, often about itself, harshly.
Dance can think. Dance does think. Dance can produce thought. Dance produces thought. We always
ride a ridge between cerebral activities and somatic
ones. In improvisation or while following a choreographic score, we pursue a cerebral intention at the
same time we bodily execute into space, which then
loops back into thought. If dance is perceiving and
acting in the world, everybody is doing it all the time.
In Wolof culture in Senegal they have no word for
dance, because dance is just a continuation of being.
Maybe we just need a public relations campaign in
the contemporary dance world. Could this save us?
Is it already happening through Facebook? Somehow

In fact, I have recently been in a predicament of thinking that my career will enter a new phase of professionalism if I can express cogently in text what it is I
wish to express with bodies in space.
I know no such direct translation exists. A text
must be performed in order to be embodied; reading
is safety—always at a safe distance.
Is it possible for makers and doers to produce
experiences alongside texts and written discourse?
When does a text become a physical experience?
The space – time of the stage is not the same
space – time of letters on a page.
Yet I persist in attempts!
Perhaps because funding structures ask artists to
explain projects before they exist. It’s probably better
just to reflect on it afterwards.
Well, I am back in the studio now. And this text is
not meant to argue much of anything.
Just express, maybe ramble a bit: how liberating for
one often asked to formulate ideas into concise arguments.
This is just going to be a reflection on this false dichotomy of thinking/doing.
This division is false, but it’s real too.
When one makes choreography or dance moves,
the products are both thoughts and actions. Some
choreographers are capable of expressing in text
(written thought) what they cannot express in the
body. Others manage to express with the body what
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I doubt it, but perhaps it helps and is free and efficient. Rather than making pieces that articulate
meaning, what if we have an entire PR campaign that
promotes our alternative ideologies so that we might
really enter into the global marketplace with higher
stakes. LEARN something from CAPITALISM dance
world! We produce alternate states of being, affective
states, just like cinema. Dance can be crack or Cartier.
Lets sell it on the streets. Lets sell it in fancy window
displays. We have to strategize and then put it into
action. Think and do.
We are always thinking and doing. Of course this
thinking/doing dichotomy is false yet true. Obviously a false conceptualization but it is a real condition
that has logistical consequences. For instance, in order to learn how to “think” within the paradigms of
KNOWLEDGE, I have to invest a substantial amount
of time sitting, immobile, like a good student. Does
philosophy and critical theory take people out of their
bodies? I went from dancing at least six hours a day to
reading at least six hours a day. Can I be physical five
hours a day and manage to produce a type of thought
that could be validated and enabled to enter into academic circles? I am not sure there are enough hours
to deal rigorously with both the Body and Knowledge.
Boris Charmatz and his “BOCAL” project proposed
moving while reading books, standing on books while
reading, even just allowing the surface of a book to
transfer the information by osmosis. What happened
with this? I hear the findings are only in French in
a book yet to come out. Some of the best dancers I
know did not complete their high school educations. Some of the most dynamic thinkers I know
have an extremely awkward physical awareness. Not

everything is extreme.
The “academy” most often requires the predominant production of meaning to be in the form of
written discourse. Texts! The written word has been
granted the pretense to proclaim “truth;” meanwhile,
the body discarded. Once in text-form, the thinking
is recognized as done; it is part of knowledge or the
library for others to consume and to think about. The
dance recognized as done is over, gone, not even there.
Since the dance field faces serious questions of infrastructure, especially the contemporary dance community in the USA where I live, the academy could be
a structure inside of which the field might thrive—a
safe haven for the creation of better and better work,
meaning, “art,” beauty, abject or otherwise, and social
revolutions! The desired product remains the production of text, of written discourse that has a place in the
library as evidence of research. Multimedia might be
altering this fate as well as the collapse of boundaries
between disciplines. Perhaps dance practice in academic settings becomes more like a scientific laboratory—art and science, it’s very trendy now, in fact.
As mote09 appears to me, it is a grand labyrinth
of ideas, performative actions, theoretical frames, and
specific conversations located in a space to which I
have very little access (although it is entirely accessible, on the borderless internet). I was not there. I was
not part of this something. Maybe I do not wish to be
lost in the history of this project online—it feels overwhelming, endless—and hence I am too preoccupied
to expend the labor to mend the gap between my current location and the history of this project to produce
a real understanding of actions elsewhere temporally
and spatially. Nevertheless, all the writing and think-
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ing is there, accessible to virtually anyone who knows
about it. There is a trace of these collective actions in
text, yet I am certain I would have obtained a deeper
understanding through doing it, being there, obtaining understanding through activity.
For independent makers—lacking an institutional
apparatus endowing their fancies and experiments—
funding and production entities often require that
artists produce more text (often PR or justificationbased) about their art than art itself. In the future,
perhaps after contemporary dance’s grand and global Cartier and crack PR campaign, maybe the general audience will be cultivated. The PR campaign is
not the thing in itself. It is not the anatomical body
in a practice. Is articulating the frame around what
dance can be just as important as performances and
dance research? What defines dance these days—the
framing within the dance production machine or the
thing itself, dancing? Of course it depends on the
specific dance community whether it is the frame
around what might be conceived as dancing or choreographies or the dancing body itself. There are those
dancers who possess virtuosity and focus primarily
on research and investigation in their bodies, who
work to walk on stage and change the sentiments
of an entire crowd. There are those dancers who are
“performers.” There are those dancers who work more
as researchers and thinkers. Are we working together?
Lets return to this little predicament we are all in
together. I shall poke fun at my own, possibly pretentious and convoluted set of artistic intentions. I have
written statements like this:
I pursue interdisciplinary collaborations as a mode

of practice and am interested in creative collectives
in pursuit of serious discussions in action as well as
fluid spaces for perceptual experience. I situate my
dance practice between representation and sensation outside of proscenium environments. I aim to
develop a performative apparatus that incites chains
of communication between art forms, writing as intention and writing as reflection of process alongside
the body that ultimately manifests in the vulnerable,
fragile domain of the performance event. Alternative
forms of archiving are of concern so that the performance produces or “per-forms” another object or text.
I ask this question: if training is creating, if practice is
performance, if performance is discourse and perception, then where are we and in what kind of space?

What’s frightening is that I REALLY believe it! Or I
did believe in it when I wrote it, basically a year ago.
I am somewhere else now, more interested to laugh
at myself than to decide if it’s really possible in a
grand scheme and just take small committed steps
in the pieces I create instead of declaring grandiose
intentions. I believe in it still. I just worry it sounds a
bit snooty or clichéd. The world of cliché and artistic
consensus: who does not make interdisciplinary collaborative work these days? Hasn’t dance always been
a perceptual conversation? And if I think of what I
try to do in relation to what Cunningham and Cage
already managed to accomplish in terms of proposing
an aesthetic system for perception. It’s not near that
level of cleverness or innovation that remains fresh
more than half-century later.
You know who doesn’t get these things I wrote
(with my heart, I might add)? My friends who are not
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in the dance community OR people who actually hold
concreteness as an important factor to understand
anything—abstractions are nothing to them. Those
people that do not pay mind to theory or intentions—
maybe this is our actual audience, the public that we
(or our funding entities) might aspire to have. Really
good work can talk to the lows and the highs, to everyone. It works, it speaks, it communicates, its actions
produce thought and states of being.
We can move towards discussions in action so that
the thinking is the doing and the doing is the thinking. Many people are already doing it: I see it more in
Europe though--William Forsythe. Bojana Cvecic has
cleverly argued that the choreographic models produce thought in the cases of Eszter Salamon, Xavier
LeRoy, and Mårten Spångberg. Can high-minded
questions really DO something in the performance
event? Is contemporary dance only about display and
style as opposed to content? Is this why it has no audience outside of itself? Do we talk to ourselves? Do we
make artwork for ourselves?
It does not matter how work is. It matters what
work does.
Dance practices can put our bodies and selves into
states of re-definition.
These states where we are thinking and doing,
always have and always will. There is no escape.

Textual Raptures
Some thoughts on co-typing in the
backwash of möte09
Gabriel Widing

2005 I got my hands on a real-time collaborative text
editor for the first time. It was called Hydra, after
the many-headed snake that fought Heracles (and
later Hercules, when the Romans adapted the story
from Greek). When the demi-god cut off one of the
monster’s heads he found that two grew back. Although he almost got killed, Hercules won the fight.
Two thousand years of individualistic, anthropocentric, patriarchy followed. But I have the feeling that
a new hydra has awoken, stronger and smarter than
ever before.
Technological breakthroughs are often followed by
cultural changes. The praxis of writing is linked to the
material conditions for writing. When the typewriter
came in use the process of producing text started to
resemble the process of reproduction. Writing became
a matter of typesetting. Writing with a computer keyboard follows the same pattern. The text is broken
down into a set of characters, which in a digital context are endlessly interchangeable.
The last few years of software development has
made it possible to render the same key strikes of
several keyboards visible on many screens simultaneously. This means that several people can write a
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text collaboratively in real-time, each one navigating
with their own marker. Anyone involved can at any
time add, edit or delete any content. Writing together
in this way is quite new, and so far it has mostly been
used by programmers, but once writers, authors and
artists in general get their hands on the technology it
will probably make a deep impact on how we think
about writing, reading, text and creativity in general.
Since it’s not a matter of writing a continuous text (although it can be read in that way), but rather of typing
your way through a flow of expanding text I think it
is suitable to call it co-typing, rather than co-writing,
until some better term emerge.
What seems clear is that production and re
production of the text merges on the screen. In this
way writing becomes communicative in a dialogical way (as opposed to the monological structure of
a book or newspaper). Thus the process of writing/
reading the text might for some be more important
than the result of the process. At the same time, it is a
dialogue with one voice, or at least expressed through
one sole text.
The experience of participating in a writing session
like this is something that could be compared to a jazz
jam or a role-playing session. The pauses, flows and
associations become important, since they actually
mean something to the participants. This specific
musical dimension of the text, relating to tempo and
simultaneity, will be lost once the writing session is
over. The text can still be interesting and worth reading, but it’s obvious that the product is the excrement
of action and not its absolute goal.
Co-typing thus require a different set of skills
than individual writing. You must be able to read and

write at the same time, being usurped in flow created
by the group. Media theorist Henry Jenkins has proposed a number of cultural competencies and social
skills needed for full involvement in participatory
culture. They include play, performance, simulation,
appropriation, multitasking, distributed cognition,
collective intelligence, networking and navigation.1
Many of those skills are quite different to the traditional traits of the author, being patient, concentrated,
dedicated, etc.
This way of organizing writing challenges the myth
of the author in general. Besides, the single-minded
author with divine inspiration, sitting alone in the
chamber, exiled from social life, is for the most part an
exception. And even if it were the rule, “these aspects
of an individual, which we designate as an author
(or which comprise an individual as an author), are
projections, in terms always more or less psychological, of our way of handling texts: in the comparisons we make, the traits we extract as pertinent, the
continuities we assign, or the exclusions we practice”.2
Everyone who writes knows that the process is linked
to many social activities: finding inspiration, doing
research, getting feedback etc. Co-typing intensifies
this social aspect of text-production.
And since getting “flow” is a combination of
both skill and challenge - and many of the skills are
new to us - we cannot expect to master co-typing in
the flick on an eye. The more I co-type, the more it
becomes obvious that it is an activity with a set of
1 Jenkins, Henry, et al. (2008): ”Confronting the Challenges of
Participatory Culture: Media Education for the 21st Century”
2 Foucault, Michel (1969): ”What is the author”
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skills that are not the same as the ones practised in
traditional methods of writing. Flow theorist Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi suggests several ways in which a
group could work together so that each individual
member could achieve flow. The characteristics of
such a group include target group focus, advancement
of something in existing, differences among the participants, playground design, etc.3
If you enter the session with an old-school author
mentality you will probably end up super-frustrated.
The others will change, rearrange and delete your
work. But with the right approach the joy and pleasure
of writing together cannot be understated. When you
see the text flooding the screen, you need to immerse
intensely to keep track and give input at the same time.
The intensity makes it urgent to change approach at
some points during the process.
The easiest way of regulating the intensity of the
typing is through time-boxing. One score we have
tried several times is to imitate the process of print
media in fast-forward:

definitely helps. The first period works perfectly to
create a mass of text to work with. When you write
together you will not face problems relating to lack,
but rather problems of excess. Thus, the second period of editing and deleting is quite important. Then the
reading follows and builds up a productive frustration
among the participants, since they are not allowed to
work with the text. They also get an overview of the
whole corpus, which is a hermeneutical necessity for
any further development of the text. So ... when you
have went through this three-step session once, you
can go for it again.
If you are aiming for fiction there are plenty of
possibilities to choose a direction on beforehand. A
pronoun is a good starter. Whether I or You, he, she
or them, the main characters can be chosen before,
just as they are in a role-playing game. An easy way
of coming up with characters is to start out with traits
or professions: boss, cleaner, killer, miner, princess.
Then come up with adjectives or attributes: smelly,
sexy, evil, chaotic, eager, blue, tasty. Combine the trait
with the attribute giving more or less original combinitions: the eager cleaner, the evil miner, the blue killer,
the smelly princess, etc. Adjectives can also be combined with genres: smelly drama, chaotic social realism, sexy sci-fi, etc. This method is really joyful, and a
great way of starting out exploring the possibilities. It
can sometimes end up too fun.
Keith Johnstone, the guru of impro theatre, states
that the first thing people do when they get a chance
to participate, improvise and act, is to come up with
dirty jokes, ruining for each other, trying to be fun and

• 5/10 minutes of creative writing (free writing without
really stopping ourselves),
• 5/10 minutes of editing (spell-checking, reorganising,
cutting, etc),
• 5/10 minutes of silent reading (hands off the keyboard)

The amount of time given must be clear on beforehand,
and a half time and last-minute call for each period
3 Csíkszentmihályi, Mihály (2003). Good Business: Leadership,
Flow, and the Making of Meaning.
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aiming for attention.4 This is a phase that most groups
go through, so if you want to do some serious work
you should plan for a free, wild and fun session so that
everyone can empty their inner “dirty” thoughts and
ideas and start anew with a fresh mind after half an
hour or so.
The research and experiment on co-typing will
continue for sure. I think this will be one of my
very last essays written as an individual. I am to be
dissolved – reborn as a head of the beast.

Illustration: 16th-century German depiction of the Hydra

4 Johnstone, Keith (1979): Impro: Improvisation and the Theatre

To Marianne
September 21
For reasons that I don’t want to discuss here, I cannot
present the uninitiated reader with an introduction
that explains the context of this message. Neither do
I want to anticipate future events nor waste too much
time digging into the past; it is far more urgent to confront the present situation. There are, however, many
things that can be read between the lines and I hope
that this letter is digestible and interesting also for the
reader to whom it isn’t personally addressed. I suppose that you, Marianne, have already figured out why
I publish this message. I want to thank you for your
letter of July 18th that unfortunately took almost two
months to reach me. There was no possible way that
I could have known about your discomfort and I am
sorry that your request was ignored for such a long
time.
As you threaten to contact the police if I continue
to involve you in this play by mail and since the delicate tension would be broken if I were to look you up
in person, I see no other possibility than to publish
my reply here and hope that it will eventually reach
you. Perhaps I am making a terrible mistake but I feel
this urge to reply. At the same time it is impossible to
separate you from all the others that are involved in
this story (I guess you have already understood that
you are not alone in this) and perhaps I should ignore
minor conflicts and instead seek and give priority to a
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major drama. In that case and for the sake of the plot
and the concept, silence would be the only answer. You
would be trapped in one of the play’s many dead ends
as a variation on the ending of a story, like the abrupt
end of a play when someone in the audience gets up
and leaves the theatre before the play has reached its
denouement. An important detail that should however not be ignored in such a comparison is that the
relation between you and the drama, and your position in the play, only vaguely resembles the one in the
theatre space. In this situation it is rather the play that
withdraws from the spectator and even if you, Marianne, are the one that demands that the play must
end, and even though silence reigns, you can neither
be sure that the play has ended nor that you are no
longer part of it—in fact, it wasn’t even clear where it
begun to begin with. I hope you understand that this
is a dilemma for me too and that I am as trapped and
involved as you are. We certainly experience the play
from different angles and we are in different positions
when we want to interfere with the course of events,
but there are also limits to what an author can control.
This may sound like a lame excuse and an attempt to
withdraw from responsibility, and perhaps it is the
result of having far too much confidence in the autonomy of the artwork. I cannot completely disclaim
such assertions, but I also recognise a feeling of responsibility for the play and its reality. It is a play that
strives to put the audience into play but which fears its
own intentions when it has to confront the members
of the audience. It fears the audience because it is a
strange, yet present part of the setting that continuously threatens to take over the play. The audience is
the object and even the subject of the play, but it can

never be completely dictated by the play. It is what the
play strives to incorporate and the one thing it will
never become—that would be the end of play. This is
why I need to write you a response, because it is impossible for me to renounce the excitement and the
delight that I feel when I think of your reactions—the
fear and displeasure that you express in your letter. At
the same time, reading your letter fills me with unease
and I willingly admit that your message triggers ambivalent feelings in me. On the one hand I welcome
your discomfort and want to incorporate it in the play,
on the other hand I fall victim to doubt and hesitation—what distinguishes a forced theatrical play from
common harassment? I suppose it would be the intentions, but then one would have to ask what kind of
reason could justify an act that obviously causes fear.
It would hardly be enough to assure the reader that I
myself believe that my intensions are justified and that
I have sought you up because I want you to take part
in a play. I actually intend to trouble you and even if
it would be possible to claim a common good that
will eventually become apparent for everyone and for
you in particular, Marianne, it wouldn’t be enough to
counter your fear. From that point of view it is impossible for me to give good reasons for my actions and
still I keep doing exactly that.
In your request to withdraw from the play, I recognise an intriguing dilemma that often occupies my
thoughts: is there a limit to what you must put up with
being a member of an audience, and who is to define
such limits? I suppose you are in position to make that
choice but you must also see that it can never be only
yours to make. As this particular story addresses you,
Marianne, it cannot completely let go of you—even
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though it accepts your absence. I think this, in one
way or the other, applies to art in general. Looking at
the institutions of art as formations of a multiplicity
of conventions and relations, there is no such thing as
independence and every act that strives for independence is necessarily an act of force. To question established institutions is then also to form and establish
new institutions—new groups, relations and conventions of how to act, see, hear, read and distribute. The
breaking of boundaries has to involve at least a little
bit of violence. This is why I involved you in a play
without asking for your permission. I have taken for
granted that you would appreciate or in some other
way find interest in a course of events that you so far
have only seen the beginning of. And I hope that your
letter, even though it clearly states that you want to
turn away and leave the play, also is an expression of
interest and a wish to be recognized. Am I wrong in
assuming that the play and its intrigue has actually
become an important part of your life, and that part
of you still wants to take part in it—that the feeling
of being exposed and harassed also includes a curious frustration for not getting any straight answers to
your questions? I don’t know; this is obviously how
I want you to feel. I want you to be as ambivalent as
I am and at the same time I am aware that it might
have been a mistake to address you in the first place. I
had already crossed an invisible line of integrity when
I, without any explanations, told you that you were
already entangled in an intrigue that you didn’t know
about. I can only assure you that I had no malevolent motives, just curiosity and an interest in the act
of addressing and in the form and constellation of an
audience. Then, what does all this have to do with you,

Marianne? Why do I involve you in a play that doesn’t
seem to lead anywhere? You must look at it as an endeavour with many open ends, which has to keep its
ends open. I am not even sure that you should be part
of it—but you are—and it is impossible for me to give
you a straight motif as to why you are involved. This
doesn’t mean that my selection of names and addresses are but random picks. I have carefully considered
all aspects of the audience and as I have tried to find
persons rather than criteria, this has been a complicated and often intuitive venture.
To address an audience is often to address a general public. It is the constellation of people present
and even when something very specific is being said
the audience is still a bundle of faceless eyes and ears,
and sometimes shouting mouths. At the same time
we all know that the events of art are as much in the
experiencing as they are in the doing and presenting.
The artistic process, its layers of meaning and its interventions with life, comes about in encounters. This
insight is not far from a desire to see, confront, create
and control the audience, to even become the audience of the audience and the reader of the readers.
I started to search for people that could become
part of the audience. I wanted it to become a constellation where everyone could be considered, both
separately and under the common name of the audience—like the way a group of friends appears at a
distance. I collected names of people that I know or
know of. I could easily form an opinion of them, but it
also became obvious that they weren’t to correspond
to my idea of a general public but rather to a homogenous crowd of invited guests. The challenge was to
break the bonds of my familiar context and create an
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unpredictable and polyphonic group that might be
drawn into this particular theatrical play. My attempts
to create such a dynamic group have shown varying
results.
Among these non-familiar but carefully selected
members of the audience are you, Marianne. I have
done my best to get to know you. I have tried to address you as an independent person and not only as
a faceless target for a shifting gaze—as living as any
other character who appears on stage. You might object that these characters don’t even exist and that I reduce you to a mere shadow of an individual by treating you as a character in a theatrical play—that this is
the very opposite of the intentions expressed above.
I second such a critique; actually it is exactly in that
borderland I want to situate the play. This is also the
reason why your threat makes you an important part
of it. The fact that you send me these anxious words,
after all the time that has passed, generates a welcome
and for me an unexpected turn in the development
of the play.
Andjeas Ejiksson

Script for smalltalk
(for reading out loud together 3 people)
Krõõt Juurak

B: Are you ready? let’s do it!
A: okay, I’m “A”.
C: oh, not another scripted talk! can’t we even read a
book anymore without being part of some “performance”...? but alright, this one seems quite interesting.
B: Yes, i’m sure it is. so, let’s see, do we have a particular
topic here? “the not knowing mode of production?”
A:..as far as i know... we can talk about a lot of things.
Anything actually. There are no instructions or limitations. are there?
B: you are right. it reminds me of the residency in
Sweden, the meeting in Malmö. remember?
A: ?
B: A proposal on forms of meetings between art,
theory, artists and audience.
C: möte09 (meeting09) was a choreographic project
and an interdisciplinary and international meeting
place that aimed to investigate the roles we are given
- or choose - when we produce, use and meet art. It
was organized by Produkt.
A: Oh yes, now i remember. We were there. In
Malmö.
B: THE NOT KNOWING MODE OF PRODUCTION:
allowing oneself to engage in something without a
clear destination.
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C: And the audience as user, the theatre as a place for
thoughts and actions and talk - smalltalk.
A: Aha, that is where the Scripted talks first started!
Yes, because it was messy and we didn’t really know
what we were supposed to do.
B: - “Collaboration, cooperation and co-production.”
Yep, and the artist, the group of artists was kind of
falling apart.
C: some people wanted to leave.
A: and we thought that scripting the talks would
maybe help, like we could PREdetermine the talk.
B: excuse me but what is that: scripted talk?
C: There is a saying “Fish don’t see the water they’re
in”. The idea of “Script a Meeting” is to write down the
entire dialogue or group-talk beforehand. The meeting is a Reading of the script and the text is kind of
a fishtank. Through the use of smalltalk, references,
inside jokes, concepts, reocurring questions and
desires etc - the script is also a model of the existing
reality. Such scripts can be performed in different
contexts such as artistic residencies, parties, demonstrations, exhibition openings, premiere parties etc.
A: Links:
Dollhouse
Horror Vacui
How to do things with worlds
Incluing

it just makes me think why is THIS talk better than
for example “the three of us having a normal conversation”?
C: hahaha. you mean without the script? sure the
whole thing is kinda nerdy.
and we might actually come up with some REAL
thoughts if we had a REAL TALK
A: yes. but we don’t. we aren’t. you know - i was just
thinking - there’s a hell lot of texts being produced
like all the time like this very MINUTE probably
tens of THOUSANDS of texts are being written and
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF PUBLICATIONS are printed and then many of those nobody
will read...
B: oh my that’s sad
C: that is sad
C: but lets come back to the topic. the situation was so
“free”, which is confusing and even frustrating but- i
think it can be also good in a way - for figuring out..
for creating something out of nothing.
A: Or the other way round. In any case when the creation comes from a real and frustrating situation..well.
you know everybody is creative but but it isn’t always
good you know. i don’t know, sometimes it can be
better to be stuck somewhere for a long time if it produces a different or so result.
B: i don’t understand this.
B: you mean the initiative that organized the residency? what’s it called again?
C: PRODUKT it’s called PRODUKT. I don’t think they
are stuck. they are creative and also productive. By the
way I heard that their very first application was rejected for not having enough outcome or Product and
so for the next one they decided to call themselves -

B: o i see. and did it work?
C: yes it worked. in a way. this one works!
B: so far it’s great. but we don’t know yet... and it’s still
kind of confusing.
we are reading it but... i’m not sure - it doesn’t really
like SAY much anything...
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A: Produkt!
B: hahaha
B: but that’s some time ago, isn’t it? I mean i don’t
know if this “not-knowing-mode of-production” if it’s
such a problem anymore. to get funding or so.
C: yes, you just have to package it well and file it under
“development” or “research”
A: yep, it’s all in the packaging.

hope that it will shed some
light on the so called “fish-tank” situation.
pause
C: I feel a strong urge to escape
--- but i won’t.
B: Guys, we’re almost done, it’s a lot of fun talking to
you but
lets say something about the BOOK as well.
A: shit you are right we almost forgot.
B: well, The world has become chaos, but the book
remains the image of the world (RT Deleuzeguattari
@Twitter)
A: good and bad are only the products of an active
and temporary selection, which must be renewed.
C: And an intensity is not composed of addable and
displaceable magnitudes.

B: I was watching this new tv series - shit forgot the
name - it’s about some advertising company on madison avenue in the 50s. or 60s.
A: Mad Men!
B: yes mad men. hmm. but why did i bring this up
now? i forgot.
C: perhaps because Mad Men were the first to understand that as they said: the president is a product. The
Kennedy-campaign- you know 1960..
A: and they had something to do with scripted talk
“Good evening and welcome to Cineplex Theater.
Can I get you the super-combo popcorn-soft-drink
special this evening?” In a way they transformed the
principles of Taylorist scientific management into art.
B: yes, thanks
A: oh dear. Truth is i feel. what do i feel? You know:
everything has already happenend and all this is just
one aftermath. we are fighting a losing battle, friends!
like reading a scripted talk.
(pause)
C: hell, I have the same feeling.
B: so we are not happy about it.
A: no we are not.
B: what can we do?!
A: self-referenciality is in trend again. Lots of people

A: a book all the more total for being fragmented.
wow!
B: saying/reading/writing whatever but in such a way
that it is somehow mysteriously fascinating -you know
what i mean! that’s work!
C: hahaha.
or hypnosis! LISTEN! now you forget what you were
thinking because you were reading and now you are
listening to my reading voice and the sounds in the
room become silent because every time you hear the
word “silent” you sink deeper and deeper because you
become more silent and the script has dissolved because you are listening and and and there is no up or
down no up no down there is emptiness emptiness
only and “silence” and no typographical, lexical, or
even SYNTACTICAL cleverness is enough to make
it heard. (pause)
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A: silencio. --B: --(any resemblance to persons living or dead is purely
coincidental)

akin
Sönke Hallmann

What if in the end nothing happened? If there is nothing to recall, to remember? Nothing to tell? And even
if something might have taken place, something dramatic, what would there be left to say if everything
simply appears to remain the same? What to do with
such an apathy? What could be asked of you, facing
such a scene? Everything seems to be just like before.
Maybe something has become useless, if you wish to
say so, giving way to be left behind by being used over
and over again. But apart from such an abrasion there
is nothing else to expect. Everything has happened
already and as if nothing has happened at all. You
find yourself situated in the brief moment subsequent
to something like an event, which might have taken
place just by chance, causing nothing noticeable. How
to respond? What to tell?
Inherent to the practice of choreography, it seems,
is a constitutive delay. Since choreography according
to its etymology combines the question of writing
with movements of the body we refer to as dance, it
faces a temporal gap. It introduces and relies on the
distinction between two acts. One precedes, the other
follows, which goes both for the movement of the
body that is written in advance as for the act of writing that in fact succeeds the movement of the dancing
body itself. It is far more complex than that, of course,
and there would be much more to say about dance.
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But as soon as writing comes into play, anything
seems to become potentially available at any time,
while it always already appears to be detached from
the very moment of it’s taking place.1 Choreography as
a matter of written dance doesn’t coincide with itself.
It faces a temporal gap that determines its practice.
In particular post-Marxist theory characterises the
event of the political with notions such as singularity
and contingency.2 Being without a calculable cause, it
immediately becomes difficult to think of any political
practice that would bring about such an event. Therefore one of the decisive questions that comes forth
from this understanding would have to ask, what
kind of work can possibly respond to its sudden and
incalculable nature. In other words, what is required
of us in order to intensify and sustain the event of the
political in an emancipatory manner? It seems as if the
emergence of the event can’t be told apart from this
work of responding to it as much as the event itself remains to be contingent and can’t possibly be brought
about by any act.
Even though it might be simplifying matters too
much here, similar questions could be asked concerning the practice of choreography. First of all, what in
terms of dancing could be called an event? Would that
be the emergence of dance itself? Again, what would
that be like? And if so, in which sense could choreography be a practice that responds to this emergence?
Finally, what about the temporal gap in relation to

the sudden, incalculable and fortunate nature of
the event? Such questions, I believe, touch upon the
matter of writing in any case.
It is nothing but a coincidence that allows the
prisoner in Heinrich von Kleist’s The Earthquake of
Chile to escape his fate. Everything is about to fall in
this particular moment: the prisoner, tired of life, attempting suicide, the whole city suddenly shaken by
an earthquake. Beyond belief a gap presents itself in
this very moment of destruction. The “slow fall”3 of
the prisoners prison has been met by that of another
building and as it happens their simultaneous collapse
into each other suspends their complete destruction.
Due to a coincidence another space is formed that
can only last for a brief moment, before everything
will continue its fall to the ground. The gap, which
allows for the prisoners escape, is nothing but this
suspended collapse – and as much as this suspension
only lasts until the next tremor, the prisoner, by the
end of Kleist’s novel, finally meets the fate that he was
so fortunate to escape at its beginning.4
This fortune could as well be that of the novel itself.
The moment of suspension, the architecture of the
gap, can be read as the possibility for Kleist’s writings.
And this moment is akin to the brief impression of an
absence of gravity that Kleist reflects upon in his essay
On the Marionette Theatre. One could therefore argue
that Kleist finds the time and place of narration in this
fortunate abeyance of decay – that is also a moment of
emptiness. But then again the destructive element and

1 Cf. Jacques Derrida: “Signature Event Context”, in: Margins of
Philosophy
2 Cf. Katja Diefenbach: 1968 and after – Some Comments on Singularity and Minoritarian Politics

3 Heinrich von Kleist: The Earthquake of Chile
4 Jeronimo Rugera, the prisoner, is finally murdered by a mob that
held him morally responsible for the emergence of the earthquake.
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the brief duration of the coincidence also remind us of
the illusionless gesture that these writings expose.
This is where the relation between language and
community becomes apparent. Whilst an empty place
is inserted in the state of abeyance, one has to be aware
that this doesn’t end up in a permanent architecure,
which could offer itself to a community to come. Alike
the city, subject to destruction in the novel, Kleist, in
his writings, withholds language from its representational function. But this suspension doesn’t immediately give way to a utopia. The gap just lasts long
enough, so that something can pass and that passage
itself has to do with another experience of language.
It reminds me of the white spaces between the
letters, this weak force that holds a balance between
binding together and falling apart. Wouldn’t that also
be an architectural question? Mere difference of intervals, themselves deprived of any meaning, these gaps
remain within the architecture of any text. But exactly
this emptiness allows for meaning to take place at first,
and inherent to meaning, it might as well be the very
gap to escape within language from language. Kleist’s
novel therefore responds to the sudden and incalculable event of meaning. Enclosed in the figure of the gap
is an experience of being in language that also answers
to the politics of his time.
Now – not thinking of a future to come, not
recalling all those hopes that didn’t come true either.
So, what else to do? What kind of work is necessary
then, if there is not much to expect besides the abrasion of the everyday? How to respond and what to
tell, if neither the work of utopia nor that of mourning can help while facing such an apathy? Of course,
I am thinking of whatever it is, that could be akin to

the insertion of a gap, that gap that only lasts until the
next tremor, that empty place, where no narration is
possible any more and not yet, where everything told
has already disappeared and remains still unwritten. I
have kept in mind that such a place might be situated
within any kind of action – as its brief and sudden
suspension. Everything would depend on something
passing, unnoticeable. But if so, in which sense could
choreography be a practice that responds to that passage? Again, what to do with writing and writing
dance and dance for writing?
Places of such passage are enclosed. Incalculable
and contingent as they appear to be. Unreal, if you
like. At this moment, that could as well be called an
emergence of dance itself – dance then as a particular gap of temporality, which choreography owes its
practice to. Inaccessibile now. There is no doubt, no
illusion, that everything will remain the same.
But responding to that contingency is indeed again
a question of passing on, of remaining faithful to that,
what only is of brief time. It wouldn’t be a matter of
recalling or promising. Rather the work at stake asks
for another attention. It asks for a practice that pays
attention to that, what happens as if nothing happens.
Similarity itself, of course, is an unsettled place, that
tends to collapse, to become indistinguishable, unnoticeable. And similar is how we appear.
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Notes under möte09 in Malmö
Jean-Paul Thibeau

05/06/09
Two days before leaving, I reread a few scribbled notes
reflecting on the session in Malmö:
How do we create a dispositif of meetings and
exchanges?
With what people?
From what?
From what questions?
With what narrative of experience?
It will certainly be necessary de-automatize relations.
For once I will not be in the position of organizer:
I’m simply a participant, which allows me to be moved
by the self/out-of-self organization.
Perhaps I could continue my enquiry:
How to learn to do nothing? What could a done nothing correspond to?
How would one strike? How would one create an
agora?
Perhaps I could begin this questioning from the notion of rupture?
Rupture: repetition or difference?
Rupture or collapse?
Rupture or deviation?

Rupture: micro-conflictuality and micro-coalition?
Rupture: Not rupture but re-meshing, reconnection, sampling, branching, from things that already
exist, re-reading, deconstruction / reconstruction,
reinterpretation ...
What kind of separation does one speak of when one
talks of rupture?
Unexpected assemblages, out of things held in common...Changing the approach, changing the point of
view. How to change the rules of the game?
Meta-manifestations: no longer a frontal attack
but invasive, nibbling, micro-infusing…knowing how
and when to turn ones back and do other things…
I am very conscious of belonging to a tiny minority: to those who do and think art as a philosophical
mode of existence without necessarily translating
experiences in terms of objects or material products
– it is a practice that suspends its ends...
I feel like following the adventures close to my
heart. Those which are obviously decentralizing situations, displacing, non-hegemonic, those which evade
the apparatus and which dissolve into something
between patient enquiry and contemplation of time
fading away… But which temporality are we speaking
about?
-----------------------------------------7/06/09
On the flight between Amsterdam and Copenhagen.
How to develop this aesth-etic, this meta-aesthetic
which points to a form of economy of activity and
means (a form of de-production), a meta-art (see
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text at the end) which is based on mental ecology, on
human social ecology and by extension on environmental ecology.

8/06/09
I hesitated to participate in this session in Malmö,
because of my difficulties to understand and speak
English. Ingrid invited me to overcome this resistance by explaining that many people spoke French.
I realized that this was true in smaller group communications, but the language of communication and
exchange within the larger group is mainly English.
This reduces my perception of what is at stake and
what I can express as an idea or reaction.
So for me it happens in the cracks, in the corners,
in freed up interlaces ...
So I ask myself ‘how to be here’ how to act and do
with this ‘being here’ without the common language
of the collective?
While trying to perceive what is happening, I’m in
a sort of vagabond state (which is not a distraction
but another way to be somewhere). So I let myself be
carried away by what happens ...
I’m becoming something of I don’t know what ... I
let go and for the moment it suits me.
Chantal, is in her way, also experiencing this wandering. She lives in her rhythm, evidently not feeling obliged to participate in what is proposed, trying
more or less to understand the proposals ...

Malmö
Anders welcomes us at the station, then it’s Ingrid
who receives us at the apartment at 12 Amiralsgatan.
At the outset Ingrid outlines the questions she faces in
relation to the functioning of the collective in general:
the repetition of hierarchies, the manner in which
some claim power, in short, issues inherent to any
group ecosystem. This reminds me of David Vercauteren’s analysis of “the micro-politics of groups - for
an ecology of collective practices. “
David Vercauteren sets out the stakes in his first
lines: “What could happen if attention was paid to
the knowledges that produce the successes, the inventions and the failures of groups?”
This informal introduction from Ingrid reassures
me because it answers my current preoccupations;
to experiment or leave be, then to take the time to
analyze, problematize, and experiment to act anew...
It is a mode of “mental ecology” and group activity.
At Amiralsgatan, we are also introduced to Eeva
and Paula, who live in the apartment on the 3rd floor.
At the restaurant, in the evening, we meet Wiktoria, Johan, Emma, Valentina, Gregory. The next day at
garaget: Joris, the day after Kroot, then Nina. We are
complete, a nice team preparing itself.
Throughout the stay, the organization remains remarkable.
------------------------------------------

I think back to Dominique Berthet’s thought:
“All meetings are not alike and do not produce the
same effects. Go to a meeting, just before someone
arrives, it is a type of action that distinguishes itself
from the fortuitous encounter. The event happens, or
appears to happen hap hazard, it is the emergence of
the unexpected at the heart of the present. Outside of
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the premeditated, the predictable, of the encounter,
this encounter here is the unexpected. It thus differs
from simple contact, making present. It may also be
considered, sometimes in terms of mystery, an active
mystery. The encounter is a particular moment, out
of the ordinary. The real meeting is not without
future and without consequences ... The art of recent
decades that feeds from extra-artistic domains continues its course. Think of the encounter in art, it is to
think the infinite potential in the constant movement
of the unperceivable.” (in “La rencontre” - Recherches
en Esthétique. N° 12, October 2006.)

How to approach a situation?
How not to enter the voluntary reflex: what could/
would I propose!
How does one accompany oneself in a strange
becoming, how to explore an experimental ego, how
to let the meta-subject act and the meta-human?
How does one accompany oneself in a world that is
becoming?
What could happen when there is nothing to do?
What is happening when there is nothing to do?
What is to do nothing?
What will I gain from re-exploring the meta-subject?
The undoing of the ego, exploring the out-of-self: the
meta-subject is that which succeeds the notion of the
artistic subject, which in turn succeeds the experimental ego. S(he) is an out-of-self gymnast. S(he) is
capable of that which is strange to him/her. And by
extension I will develop meta-activities (activities
without creative will and which in this sense remain
suspended)? Enigmatic, metamorphic or very simple,

the meta-activity can occur anywhere and take very
diverse forms. The meta-activity is that which succeeds the concept of productive or creative activity.
It continues to question notions such as work, human
activity - but with a certain detachment - making
no significant difference between saving and spending. The dispositif of knick-knacks (“Little Things”),
outside the fantasy of significance: going towards the
I-don’t-know-what and without ties ...
Become attentive to the rhythms of words, the
timbre of voices, of faces, of attitudes, the environment ... my eyes become dancers, acrobats, contortionists ...
While something is being said – something else awaits
or is thought!
While something is being done - something other
emerges or is done!
We are at the heart of multiple occurrences, because
there are meeting(s), it is necessary to pay attention to
many diverse details and events:
What happens?
The morning 2 minutes for 3 questions:
1 - how did you understand the project?
2 - how to use this week to examine the format of
“meeting”?
3 - how can we do this together?
My answers:
1 - it’s a new opportunity to explore the condition of
meeting with other people and exchange experiences
about this problematic.
2 - To interrogate what is a real situation of a meeting.
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3 - To be attentive to what happens and by letting go.
4 - When something happens, it’s possible that another thing happens at the same time: how to accommodate the different things?

How they feel?
How can you feel?

Turn...sit down…turn again.
No process device without a dispositif...
Feeling the de-perception of concepts - flowing attention - internalization
Let the brain disengage ... (Drawing of the brain with
fleeting gazes...)
The strangeness of the rhythms, the various accents
of the language makes me de-realize…certain fleeting
looks
Shade and sun / Johan’s gesture casts a silhouette as
he speaks ...
Focus / games
Human Ecology: Do not immediately jump on the
proposals (Stop trying to produce desire!) Take time
- keep quiet!
Sampling-connection
Disruption
I need a delay - I don’t want speedy ...
What is a meeting = the self elated and enigmatic...
The ecosystem of the group: difficult not to return to
instrumentalisation in a proposal ...
Why are they so afraid of doing nothing?
I try to understand what everyone says ...

Technical Wandering ...
Exploring of the meta-subject: not responding to the
question who am I? What do I do?
But what, in what do I participate?
De-perform the biopolitical ... (Do not suffer the invitation-situations, but create their appearances / disappearances) ...
In a group how to (mis) take the decisions....
Extreme risk of being dispersed in the activities!
Meta-activity ...
Create mismatches between what I want and desire ...
Letting Go!
Interruption / disruption / rupture ...
1 - how to get in touch?
2 - a leisurely walk in the situation, wandering in the
proposals.
Leave the overproduction of self?
The over-fashioning of self?
------------------------------------------  
09/06/09
What is a meeting? (By which method of contact does
the meeting occur?).
How to create a situation (a format) of a meeting?
How to become aware of or manifest its future, its duration (the state of), the after of the meeting?
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In a group are all the protagonists in the “meeting”?
Is there a state of mind of the meeting?
How to manage the resistance as well as the desire to
meet?

of meeting, if we were to take the opposite view,
reverse-geometry:
Situate oneself with regard to the concepts of rupture
and resistance?

To allow thinking of…To leave be…To let it work…
To be overwhelmed by the sensations, the affects, the
thoughts, the micro-movements, the displacements...

For example:
What is your relationship to the concept of rupture?
What “rupture” did you feel you inherited?
In what way do you think the state of rupture in your
activity?
If you were to conceive an activity of rupture what
form would you give it?
If you were to produce an “object of rupture” or a “sign
of rupture” what would it be?

Meeting (s):
Circumstance that makes things or people find themselves in each other’s presence. Opportunity that fortuitously finds someone, something.
In most encounters, very little room is made for
indeterminacy – there is usually a cause, a pretext,
an object for the meeting, or simply the desire....
The meeting could therefore be an experience of the
unknown?
Note on “asides” whoever stays with a “seed” of
an idea (even important), if he cannot formulate it
well completely disrupts his hearing and reading
of that which happens. There is an intuition, a diffuse thought, words on the tip of the tongue but that
can not be articulated because it is not organized in
a manner of speech understandable to others. It is a
habit of correct thinking, which makes known what
is not properly thought to be held at the profundity of
the language of indecision.
What do we in these times? These things are somewhat difficult to name because we are not capable of
articulating them at this time? How can we improvise
from this?
And if instead we were to position ourselves in
relation to the concept of meeting and the format

------------------------------------------  
10/06/09
It is necessary to have statements and basic proposals
- but which? And how do you evaluate them?
Differentiate the rules, the tactics ...
After revisiting notes of meta-meeting on February
5, 2005 in Marseilles around notions of meeting/indeterminacy/improvisation - I could collect some notes
that are not unrelated to what is happening in Malmö.
MEETING (Extract from notes of February 5, 2005):
The question of the meeting returns all the time
(a form, a format in question). There’s something at
stake in the history of the meeting. It is distinct from
exchange, discussion, conversation.
Meeting: contact point out of which the people
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present acquire points of views, properties, elements
they did not possess independently of the meeting
(interaction).
The meeting unites a way of thinking. It creates situations that are not preexisting.
“Nobody sacrifices their individuality” and is at the
same time ready to expose, to renegotiate it, fashion
it.

reflection on the politics at stake in art: the idea of
meeting can be considered as part of a political theory, a theory of democracy.
2. A second aspect is to give form to the encounter,
what provokes, imagining devices that can revise the
theory or give it substance.

Discovery of the other in “doing together” (in what
form?)

She offers 2 types of dispositifs of the encounter, two
ways of making the encounter come to life:
1. Confronting the concepts that come from the politics with other points of view other than the practices
of political philosophy.
2. Establish / or bring into play a dialogue on forms
of enquiry or treatments of the way in which each
envisages or observes the public or art encounter.

If the meeting occurs, “a joint work” is constructed
but doesn’t belong to an author. His status is indeterminable.

The art and the public is a matter of meeting. It is
not that one or the other loses their substance in that
which happens but that they gain in the encounter.

See the situation through different lenses. This allows
us to see things differently. It produces in-determinability because it de-contextualizes.

The stakes of meeting is that we are not losing, but
that the entities are enriched by the very fact of their
meeting.

This raises the question of being together.

Become aware of something with which we are
unfamiliar, this is one of the ways. De-automatize
relations of situations ...
On March 4, 2005, we continue our discussions
around the concept of meeting:
Joëlle Zask (philosopher) evaluating the concept of
meeting in 2 aspects:
1. A first aspect of the meeting could take place in a

-----------------------------------------11/06/09
The notion of confrontation / without judging ...
How to get out of judgments of the functioning of
a group? Play / game is an en-counter - but not an
encounter ...
In most meetings, I have noticed that many artists evade the open codes of a meeting; they arrive
with constructed proposals, predetermined ideas that
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immediately distort this gift and seals what follows.
The undetermined opening event is no longer
possible, and we remain blind to what could have
been given to us ... This reminds me of Cecile Duteille’s reflection in his introduction to “Anthropologie
phénoménologique des rencontres destinales “
“Finally, what is the encounter within the encounter? How does it give itself to the subject, in other
words I, myself? These questions convey my interest
in an aspect not completely taken into account by
the sociological tradition, characterized by a predominance of positivism. The reflexive and vibrant
dimension thus becomes my principal concern. The
encounter became a concern of social philosophy or
more generally philosophical anthropology - which
sociology necessarily falls under - and not just a
“factual” object, that is to say, observable and dissected into a chain of social acts. The issue is rather the
“essential essence” of the meeting, which is the way in
which it makes us appear.
The latter is intimately linked, as we shall see, to
its powerful impact on subjectivity. The specificity
of the encounter could lie in the disruption that it
potentially carries within itself, that which I will call
her “destined power”(...)
There are indeed at least two ways to conceive the encounter. We can choose to see it as a spatial-temporal
act, physically observable and external to the conscious experience, thereby outside of living subjects.
The meeting would thus have the status of a given/
natural “object” in the words of Edmund Husserl, the

father of phenomenology. This is the point of view of
positive rationalism, empiricism. If one could eventually explain the “why” of the encounter (what it is and
for whom?), it would still, however, lack the sense of
event. We must adopt a different perspective to try to
understand how this aspect of the encounter is the
carrier and determines the encounters very being
(that is to say, that which constitutes it). We must
then elect to consider the meeting as something that
“appears”, that “manifests”, “is given” to us in various
modes. The “given to us” indicates that it consists in
perceiving the encounter as an object of consciousness. This is the meeting, as it appears in-it-self (we
can equally say, in person or in the original), that is to
say as we live it.”

-----------------------------------------13/06/09
If I take another extract from the notes of meta meeting of 5/02/05
Meeting: contact point out of which the people
present acquire points of view, properties, elements
they did not posses independently of the meeting
(interaction).
One can imagine that whoever comes with resistance
(occupational or professional) to a meeting of experimentation is in fear of depersonalization or contamination and can not let themselves go at first contact ...
And then it is without use to remember this consideration by Gilles Bibeau.
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(In “Promenades ethnographiques autour du concept
de «contact»”):
“The word contact, moreover, seems never to have
completely lost, in the Romance languages at least,
traces of moral connotations attached to the idea of
“good” or “bad” contact, and possibly the perverse
influence of close friends (“Tell me who your friends
are, I’ll tell you who you are.”).
Doctors frequently use the word contact in the context of their discussions on the mechanisms of “contagion” (the word is etymologically formed from the
same Latin root as the word tangere, as is the word
contact), establishing a quasi-equivalence between
two terms that equally serve to evoke contagious
contact and more specifically, in the cases of certain
illnesses, contact infects. Linguists have also fairly
quickly introduced the word into their technical vocabulary to refer specifically to linguistic contamination.”

WE STILL HAVE TO MAKE EFFORTS TO
PROTECT OURSELVES FROM OUR FEARS ...
AND HENCE
BEAUTIFUL ADVENTURES OF PERSPECTIVE!
-----------------------------------------Meta-Art
Wittgenstein declared: “It is difficult in art to say
something equally as good as ... to say nothing.”
It is difficult to do better in art than to do nothing ...

We could spuriously attribute this phrase to Marcel
Duchamp.
In art the best way to do (art) is to do nothing!
Or: Today the most relevant way to make/do art is to
do nothing or to make/do other things!
In an impersonal manner to practice “the art of making art”: not an “art-like life” [Allan Kaprow] because
life is irreducible to art: it resists. “To perform life”
returns to create a distanciated actor, as s(he) acts as
voluntary observer of that which s(he) wants us to do,
or of that which “I want to do”.
Produce a detachment, a disconnection, a political
moment of disarticulation.
To practice the “art of making art” consists in overcoming, forgetting art as it was - and invest in a
domain of symbolic experimentation - to reorganize
a space of experience and signification.
Practice the “art of making art” that does not resemble
either art or life, but is a political way to question the
two.
Not as Robert Filliou: “Art is what makes life more
interesting than art.” Because here art is instrumentalized: it should stimulate life, as if art was not already
the result of this life, as if life was not conceived as an
artist’s dream, a material to form ... No, all this belongs to old debates and dilemmas.
Neither life nor art - but meta-existence ... The Overcoming of our course, erasure, neutralization of this
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will to power, of this artistic will, of this infantile
disease that wants things to be the way that I feel and
want ...
Yes remain open to that which I do not know, to the
invention of possibles, the out-of-self!
Translation: Louise Höjer

Immaterial Performance:
Knowledge, Everything,
Frames, Change
Mårten Spångberg

Knowledge
A Buddhist guru arrives in New York for the first
time in his life to give yoga classes, and deliver some
mysteries of life to the Western world. On his way to
the studio he feels a slight hunger. He desires something genuinely local and decides for a hot dog. He
walks up to a near-by sausage stand and announces,
as he knows it from the movies: “Make we one with
everything.”
Immaterial performance has nothing to do with
gurus. Gurus know and nourish their existence on the
basis that they would under no circumstances contaminate the knowledge with personal or other interests.
Immaterial performance estimates a different notion
of authorship departing from established concepts of
autonomy, body of works and self-containment, rejecting the hotdog both due formal aspects - its sculptural quality (straight with mustard) – its ornamental
expression – the manifestation of conventional skills
(packed up with accessories and impossible to take in)
– not to mention its intercultural variation – French
hotdog.
Immaterial performance would most probably
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forget hunger and consider the entire structure’s
potentiality, taking place inbetween the performance of the guru, the hotdog vendor, the architectural
structure of his carriage and the environment. What
particular relationships, what specific spaces can
organizations like this create circumstances for? And
most of all what kinds of knowledge can be produced,
in relationship to what kinds of territories?  
Immaterial performance insistence on not knowing, its persistence of a spatio-temporal dynamism (its
mobility), rather formulates a promise for production without, even the possibility of essence. Immaterial performance therefore is neither a theatre (the
architectural structure), nor theatre (a performance)
but a process, generated by an “architecture” and a
“performance”, constituting a situation, a method of
dramatization.
Immaterial performance suggests that performance consists of particular scripts that engage, involve,
and empower individuals, groups or even objects to
perform their existence as becoming. Performance is
thus constituted by engagements in defined typologies of scripting and contexts, and not in any respect
engaged in the action of performing. Immaterial
performance appear through a precision in naming
contexts, in accounting an environment or a frame,
and through those processes manifest something as
performance. Performance in this sense is manifested
in relationship to intention rather than through conventions of recognition.
Immaterial performance, following George Dickies, claims that the existence of the work as “performance” is due to its being appointed to the status
as a “candidate for performance” by agents who are

situated inside the “performance world.”
What performance is can therefore no longer be
understood on the basis of traditional aesthetics, or
through an idea of an experience of form, sense, etc.
The question is not: what is performance, but: when is
performance.
This shift implies a passage that can open the stage
to capacities of performance emerging through performance intensive, however foreign discourses such
as marketing, management, economics, post-colonialism, architecture, biopolitics etc. Immaterial performance proactively suggests that anything can be
performance, but is not by definition, independent of
its ontology and sustained by capacities of activation.
Immaterial performance proposes a shift towards
performance as activity, shared through multiplicities of relations, rather than performance as representation. Immaterial performance engages through
activation, not in performance, i.e. participation, but
as an emancipated spectator through intensities of
performance.
Immaterial performance expands the notion of
the stage towards being able to frame situations where
the performer and the audience can merge into one
entity, not through conventions of participation, but
through the opportunity to charge social interaction
and thus politicize everyday behavior.
Immaterial performance performs the performance of the already there, through minimal reconfigurations of spatio-temporal coordination.
Immaterial performance implies a prolific expansive modality of the theatre’s framework, detached
from deconstruction or detournement, as a plug-in
of radical enthusiasm into existing frames of social
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production. Immaterial performance bypasses narrative, plot or dramatic consistency, in favor of an
open heterogeneous production of narratives, and
a complexification produced by user interaction
and the canceling of drama towards production and
(de)-actualization processes.
Immaterial performance expand the understanding of the stage which production is contractual,
emphasizing multiplicity and identitarian regimes,
into processes of individuation, and is productive of
conventions set into motion.
Immaterial performance short-circuits illusion
through an affirmative gesture where illusion is no
longer an issue. Immaterial performance performs
the illusions of everyday life, between individuals and
individuals and spatial-temporal frames in a manner
where the production of illusion becomes visible in a
dynamic and heterogeneous manner. Illusion instead
of being the unfaithful veiling of theatre, becomes a
possibility of the production of event.
Immaterial performance is a salutation of theatre
come situation, where the lights have been turned
on, the doors opened and the actors work in the bar.
What is there is a performance that cannot be seen or
interpreted, but must be experienced, a performance
in which performing and spectating are interchangeable. A performance that dissolves skill and perfection
(generality), and emphasizes difference and precision
(specificity), as a set of terms that are necessarily producing an emancipated spectator. This performance
passes from concepts of action to time-image in the
sense of Gille Deleuze Cinema books.

Everything
Immaterial performance never the less aspire to
nothing other than everything, although considered
through a reversed logic in relationship to the guru
who through his gesture contains it, and aspire to an
actualized, fathomable, “everything”. The procedures
employed by immaterial performance instead set in
motion de-actualizing processes and accordingly suspends opportunities of distanciation, both in respect
of critique - the in situ unfolding of governmentality
- and in the sense of Brechtian Verfremdung.
Fundamental to immaterial performance is the
use of overstated, or deliberately blunt representations that cannot be mistaken for content, but function as entry points to non-representational layers.
These strata operate as agency for creative actions
that does not simply break or obey to rules (simultaneously affirming them in the act of transgression),
but are actions that changes the grammatical system
itself, operating in, and on, a space or situation where
the grammatical rules can not be distinguished from
the event.
Immaterial performance is precisely and not
(a/the) theatre, but unfolds as an expression of practices as it subsists in experience, and can hence not be
reducible to a grammar, or the whole field of visibility.
Central to immaterial performance is to remain open,
resist institutionalization and insist on being understood as an organization, i.e. as an ongoing cluster
of processes never to be finalized but that emerge
through the experience of movement.
The new guru isn’t the one who knows but rather
one that triggers the experience of movement, that
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instigates activational outlines and nourishes permissions for transformation. This guru – from time to
time they are two - supports holoarchy and announces
himself as propositional - acknowledging hierarchy -,
but engages in the experience of movement through
the same terms as other participants, clients, students
or fellow travellers. Immaterial performance operates
through such assymetric production while being
firmly, if not categorically, faithful to the experience
(thus being universal), that in this way functions as a
generative principle of dissensus in the creation of differenciation (distinction and complementarity).  

stalling a certain kind of masochistic subject, deliberately subordinating itself to the frame. Such processes
strive towards actualization, and perfection through
repetition, which renders it perverse.
Notions of change emerge through different trajectories depending on the dynamics between frame
and expression, or display device and displayed.
Weak frames stimulate change although commonly
resulting in excessive demand of energy and high
concentration of loss. The moment when a frame
grows stronger the expression, or the product change
inevitably fluctuate and is necessarily negotiated in
relation to the safeguarding of the frame. Independently of a frame’s ontology development of change
conventionally comes into view on the basis of variations given a certain structure demarcating modes
of production of discourse. Weak frames, given that
their discourse, production and expression can be regarded successful, appear more prone to support the
expansion of transformation to structural levels i.e.
are benevolent to fundamental conditions of change.
Transformations in relationship to distribution,
accountability and authorship have influenced corporate economies to reconsider relations between
frame and expression, an equation gaining complexity taking into account e.g. post-Fordist management
models, complex job descriptions and destabilization
of labor in respect of location and time. Similarly
capitalist economies have deserted its long-lived interest for the nuclear family as a means of control and
market stability. Capital has without exception abandoned corporate identity production based on strong
representations of reliability and power. The once so
important headquarters erected as a demonstration of

Frames
The time of change always appears prior to its needs.
The moment when a call for change is experienced
implies that irreversible transformations are already
set in motion. Change demands effort and is in
flourishing contexts frequently ignored in favor of
short-term gain, which, in combination with other
consolidating forces such as security, identification,
modes of decision making etc, is the reason why
change tends to appear between generations, or in
steps, rather than through gradual development.  
Powerful frames for production, practice, discourse or display implement sustainability and rigor
but appear to homogenize knowledge and methodological flexibility, often emptying a field, or an
expression, of its aptitude to generate content, and
more importantly cancelling its capacity for political production, i.e. change. Such processes result in
academism that unavoidably produces fundamentalism, replacing convention with contract and thus in-
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a corporation’s excellence, emphasizing its support of
fundamental values, today symbolize immobility and
outmoded management models. The current prototype instead highlights maximum mobility, organizations that optimize dynamic resources and lives on
performance. Business recalls the world of things and
manufacturing as historical events, and has turned
its interest to the world of performance, described
already in 1999 with Pine and Gilmore’s catchphrase
“work is theatre and every business a stage”.
This is not a tendency but correlative to general
transformations of society towards post-Fordist production. It is no longer products and their circulation
that is key, it is organization and management that
counts. It is no longer about selling many of the same,
as the good old T-Ford, but selling a few of many, like
Amazon or Google. This is sustainability today, small
entities everywhere. Swarm intelligence in front of
flagship cultural export.
The questions of what, even in business, has hence
been replaced, because its pursuit towards essence
and the execution of an (one) optimized task, by how,
where, by who, in which case, that precisely, however
ideologically different, acts as a method of dramatization, whose quest is multiplicity and plurality of performance.
Frames in its classical form function as spatio-temporal dynamisms where the brand, the identity and
the product tirelessly are brought to the foreground.
This argument although doesn’t’ hold true as the arguments are given across borders between corporations,
organizations and institutions, but what interests us is
not to cross borders but indeed to investigate them;
their cracks, intervals and irregularities. Particular re-

sistances ought to be articulated that do not opt for
another, i.e. already established structure or strategy,
but persevere, however impossible to sustain, within
the border; in non-discursive, un-nameable, unrepeatable sets of entry-points, in order to construct
political, economic and aesthetic devices through
which existential transformation can be tested.
Change
Speculative and spectacular powers and intensities,
the inherent oscillation between territorialization and
deterritorialization of capitalism, force the corporate
world to engage in continuous movement of change.
Sectors related to cultural production appear subject
to altogether different forces and modes of territorialization. Observing the formation of institutions in
the cultural sector gives evidence to movements towards further consolidation of sustainable structures
and static resources. The cultural sector nourishes
an illusion of mobility and dynamic production that
suspend necessary, and politically imperative changes
of fundamental character. This adjournment is contingent with the elaboration and consolidation in
particular of strong (institutional) fames, where the
product, or expression, is assumed to reinforce the
authorizing entity, thus operating through a paradoxical hierarchy as the frame is licensed by its own
production. A model based on facilitating is inevitably static, immobile, operating through given rules
(which unreserved permanence regularly is confused
with, the equally embarrassing although more delicate formulation: excellence of rigor) calling off any
opportunity for change or innovation, as both change
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and innovation involve a distributed decision that
cannot be referred to by normative conditions or
applications of grammatical rules. Rules can never
stipulate their application, yet enable action. It is only
possible to articulate the meaning of situation in relation to an action undertaken to transform it. The setting in motion of spatio-temporal dynamism is hence
neither self-evident nor straight forward, but always
contested and always therefore political.
To propose a different articulation of frames implies new modes of subjectification that are both
political and existential. Frames that shift perspectives
from defensive tendencies of structural allocation to
benevolent heterogeneous allocation in dynamic resources, are ones that emphasize opportunities for
a multiplicity of new modes of subjectification, that
through equity apply to every engaged subject or
community, independent of hierarchical positions.
Immaterial performance is a process, production and product, including discourse production,
which intention, generated through methodologies of
affirmation, generosity and pro-activity, is to dissolve,
even change consolidating, defensive, guruesque formations of knowledge applied on present society by
a significant part of the cultural sector, although not
through examples but an actual and fully functioning
organization or situation. Immaterial performance
therefore does not, first of all, represent a certain politics but is producing a possibility for the emergence
of the political.
The unconditional escape from what, existing
as neither architecture or performance, corporate
or cultural, facilitator or expression, frame or art,
and yet each of these opportunities simultaneously,

e xclusively enables immaterial performance to contest
traits of distribution, accountability and authorization
in general, to intentionally perform a creative action
understood as an exodus from sovereign frames.
Immaterial Performance
Directional performance defining a territory must inevitably reproduce consolidated knowledge, licensed
as proprietary, whereas immaterial performance in
and of itself, on an ontological level, is deterritorializing reproductive economies and modalities of distribution. It therefore unavoidably destabilizes conventional models of authorship, and performs an open
protocol allowing for collaborative modes of production with references to open source.
Directional performance essentially homogenizes
its territory in order to maintain validity in a given
context, as well as its legacy due a particular technology, technique, style or strong author.
Immaterial performance’s production on the contrary is heterogeneous as it favors means in front of
ends, process in front of result. It is legitimized by its
own continuous contexualization, its engagement in
context as a plurality of strategies formed by its specific modalities of activation.
It is not based of what performance, with its different expressions, can be, but on specific potentialities becoming performance, or in other words, not
formed on conventions of presence, embodiment or
e.g. narrative structures but on formations of immateriality.
Immaterial performance annunciates as a first
instance in order to pass from “what is being said in
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what is being said” to what can be said here and now
and only through the particular frame offered. It is
theatre as ready made, however not in the sense of
staging the everyday as peculiar but staging the peculiar as everyday, or better the everyday as everyday,
and it is in this minimal addition, that withdraws from
the position of  “telling”, i.e. canceling a conventional
concept of outside, that immaterial performance produces criticality, and where its topography always is
contemporaneity.     
The ambition of immaterial performance, outrageously overstated, thus is to praise what forces us to
escape good will, consensual thought, and insist on
bad will, which fundamental concern is to examine
the reliability of claim, in favour of an open speculative operability that empowers us to venture all the
way along the question that gave power to oblige us to
think: how to produce incoherence where coherence
rules.
See G. Delueze: The Method of Dramatisation, 1967
French la Distanciation
See P. Virno, Wit and Innovation, 2005, http://transform.
eipcp.net/transversal/0207/virno/en
See M. Foucault: Society must be Defended, 2003
See Pine & Gilmore: The Experience Economy, (New York,
1999) E.g. the difference between a turntable and your multi-purpose Iphone.
See Neilson & Rossiter: Towards a Political Anthropology of
New Institutional Forms, 2006
See P. Virno: Motto di spirito e l’azione innovative, 2005
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